iLuv Offers Premium Leather Wallet Cases, Jstyle Series, for The
Brand New iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus
Port Washington, NY – October 13, 2015 – iLuv Creative Technology introduces premium leather wallet
cases for iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus which launched in the market today. Jstyle Series was designed
to add luxury style to your protective wallet case with more valued features and premium leather
material.
“As smartphones have become extensions of personality and fashion, the demand of chic protective
cases in the market has grown,” said Edward Gleason, VP of Sales and Operation at iLuv. “Utilizing
premium quality Saffiano leather of handbags and wallets, iLuv added the high level of craftsmanship
into the construction of Jstyle wallet cases, combining luxury and style with practical functionality.”
Nowadays the most notable designers craft bags are made from textured Saffiano leather since it is a
durable and practical material which is easy to clean. Jstyle series allows people to express their sense
of style with the attractive Saffiano leather material, the sophistication of design, and its great usability.
As a wallet case, the Jstyle series features two flaps that contain eight to ten credit card slots, one ID
window and two to three large pockets. The design of the flaps allows you to keep them concealed
when you check your phone or make a call, preventing others from seeing the contents of your wallet.
Additionally Jstyle Gala has one internal pocket with zipper for coins and other valuables. 3 big pockets
in Jstyle Gala for iPhone 6 Plus even allows you to hold money unfolded.
Jstyle Gala
For iPhone 6s & iPhone 6s Plus
Premium leather wallet case
 Crafted from genuine leather with a Saffiano finish
 Dual card flaps with zipper closure keep your credit cards concealed while you use your iPhone
6s Plus
 Three money pockets for holding bills (iPhone 6s Plus model: big enough to hold money
unfolded)
 Contains eight (iPhone 6s) / ten (iPhone 6s Plus) credit card slots, one ID window, three large
pockets for money bills, and one pocket with zipper closure
 Maintains access to all phone ports and controls
 Detachable hand strap
 Color: Black, Pink, and Tiffany Blue

Jstyle
For iPhone 6s & iPhone 6s Plus
Premium leather wallet case
 Crafted from genuine leather with a Saffiano finish
 Contains eight credit card slots, one ID window, and three large pockets
 Provides a 360° protection from impacts and scratches
 Durable polycarbonate cradle holds and protects your iPhone
 Maintains access to all ports and controls
 Color: Black
Jstyle Runway
For iPhone 6s & iPhone 6s Plus
Premium leather wallet case
 Crafted from genuine leather with a Saffiano finish
 Contains eight credit card slots, one ID window, and three large pockets
 Provides 360° protection from impacts and scratches
 Maintains access to all ports and controls
 Button closure keeps contents of case secure
 Color: Pink
Pricing and Availability
iLuv’s Jstyle series of iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus cases have a price range of $69.99‐$79.99 and will be
available from Amazon.com and other select retailers.
Follow us on Twitter @iLuv_World and Facebook at iLuv Creative Technology.
About iLuv
iLuv Creative Technology, the premier provider of the most comprehensive line of accessories for Apple,
Samsung and smartphone devices, rapidly delivers products for today’s discriminating consumers. Since
inception, iLuv has amassed a total of 43 prestigious awards including 6 Red Dot Awards, 4 iF product
design awards, 8 Good Design Awards, and 25 CES Innovation Awards. iLuv was also recognized with 3
Global iBrand Top 20 awards. These awards serve as recognition for our innovative design and
engineering across a range of mobile accessories, including Connected Home‐Connected Life products,
audio speakers, headphones / earphones, chargers, cables, and protective cases. Headquartered in New
York, iLuv is a division of jWIN Electronics Corp., a leading consumer electronics company since 1997. All
iLuv products are conceived, designed and developed in New York and continue to lead in quality, value,
design and innovation. Learn more about our distinctive range of products at www.iLuv.com.
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